Abstract-Organizations have always been challenged by cost reduction and need for growth. Recently, the economic climate has taken these challenges to a new and unprecedented level. The time to instrument changes in organizations has become shorter than ever. Consequently, business transformation is not longer a project but a continued improvement initiative. With this new normal, the importance and role of architectures in business and information technology should be revisited. Questions such as "How does the ability of an enterprise to respond to change is enhanced / impeded by these architectures ?" and "Why do organizations need so many 'architectures' ?" are being formulated by business leaders and analyst firms.
I. THE ARCHITECTURE CONVERGENCE
The convergence across the main four architectures being consumed by enterprises today seems unavoidable and desirable. Prof. Dijkstra's concepts from three decades ago, addressing the "computer science fraternity fads and fashion", still hold and provide some important guidance [1] : "Write a paper promising salvation, make it structured something, or a virtual something, or abstract or distributed or higher order applicative and you can be almost certain of having started a new cult." He also continued more specifically: "An unmistakable signal of maturity would be a consensus 'about what matters' among its leaders". The latter goal is what this new forum has set as its main strategic target, i.e., to reach an agreement about what matters and how to involve and serve the academic and industry communities beyond the Workshop. This activity is definitely not about a new cult or another silo.
